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Maxfield: Valkyrie-A Film Review

Valkyrie-A Film Review
by Barry Maxfield

The Better Man Shines Forth: Valkyrie. Bryan Singer. Historical
Drama. (United Artists, 2008)
Cast:Tom Cruise ........................... Colonel Claus van Stauffenberg
Kenneth Branagh ............ Major General Henning van Tresckow
Bill Nighy ................................. General Friedrich Olbricht
Tom Wilkinson . . ........................... General Friedrich Fromm
Carice van Houten .............................. Nina van Stauffenberg

It is uncommon for a historical fact to be so compelling that
Hollywood would make a movie of it. It seems fictionalized history i~
the product that sells, with Saving Private Ryan being one such example
it was a blending of fact and fiction into a blockbuster seller. Histor~
has accounts which are riveting yet overlooked. However, for writer
Christopher McQuarrie and Na than Alexander one of those stories camt
to light, a story that could be put on celluloid and sold.
The writing team has masterfully crafted a script with an eye to
historical accuracy. The formula for this movie is simple and elegant:
show the moral play of individuals who came to understand ethical
values, and convey the lessons that this small slice of history offers the
searching mind. It answers the question: what risks are borne by good
men doing something, anything, in the face of unbelievable evil.
The movie is by no means a comprehensive documentary. This
was never the screenwriters' intention. It is merely a small section of
the timeline in this account. This movie is exceptional because of the
accuracy of the events portrayed. Few Hollywood endeavors stay this
close to history; little is missing. The movie follows closely the events
as they are told by William Shirer in The Rise and Fall of the Third
Reich.
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(Maxfield) Major
General Henning
von Tresckow (Actor
Kenneth Branagh).
But an added bonus for the reviewer, the movie is stunning to
the eye, the lighting, the pageantry of costume, the scenery, the angle
of attack by the camera. Technical achievement by the director and
cinematographers is complete. The grays, blacks and greens of Nazism
are brilliantly portrayed in places against a bright backdrop of blood
red Nazi Flags. Thanks to director and producer Bryan Singer we get
a small feeling of what it is like to be enveloped in the drabness and
dreariness of the Nazi Fascist Machine.
It is truly rare for all elements in historical movies to come together
with real accuracy. Usually there are so many compromises to embellish
a script that it steps outside the historical framework. But the timeline
of what happened in this conspiracy makes it natural for storytelling.
That is, once the complexities of the conspirators' motives are removed.
This was done successfully by the screenwriters; it is no Spielberg war
movie, yet it is beautifully done.
The acting is superb. Tom Cruise in the Lead Role as Klaus Philip
Schenk, Count von Stauffenberg was impressive. He showed the reviewer
that he can lead a serious role, which requires reverence to its character.
Cruise created an image in the mind's eye of what Stauffenberg may
have been like. Since there are few people alive today who really knew
the man, we must rely on the impressions conveyed by historians, and
the movie makers. In the movie Cruise is forceful, playing the role well
of one who must take charge of a dangerous conspiracy. But Cruise was
not the only actor to shine in a historical context. Kenneth Branagh, who
plays Major General Henning Von Tresckow, was superb in building a
feeling of tension. For example when he was recovering the bomb after
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol46/iss1/6
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the failed March 13, 1943, attempt on Hitler's life, he creates the tension
between one with a guilty conscience and the accuser. That is Tresckow
the conspirator and Colonel Heinz Brandt of the Army General Staff
who was actually unknowingly carrying the bomb that was supposed to
kill Hitler in the failed coup. Bill Nighy plays a fantastic role as General
Friedrich Olbricht, Tom Wilkinson convincingly as the two faced
General Friederich Fromm and then a small yet convincing performance
by David Bamber as Hitler.
The casting in the movie is superlative. It was surprising to the
reviewer to see the photographs of the conspirators against the actors,
very well done to depict the characters in the plot. The casting and
makeup crews certainly did their homework. Technical errors are minor,
and certainly do not detract from the story as it unfolds. An example of
this in the movie would be Tresckow himself retrieved the unexploded
bomb in the March 13 assassination attempt, but. in actuality, Tresckow's
Adjutant Fabian Von Schlabrendorff, a fellow conspirator, went to
Colonel Brandt and retrieved the bomb (hidden in bottles of Brandy).
This small detail is simply minutia and can be forgiven as this is not a
documentary.
The movie opens with a recitation of the German Soldiers' oath
sworn by those serving in Hitler's ranks. The oath is not sworn to
Germany, rather to the Fuhrer. This seems to be a point in Stauffenberg's
mind. Was there a role this oath served in the evil perpetrated on
humanity? Was it one of the compelling reasons Nazi soldiers committed
atrocities? The fact that the movie opens with this idea suggests that the
oath, one method of brainwashing, could have been a reason for evil.
But the oath also seems to be the reason of conflict with Stauffenberg.
He questions several times throughout the movie, whether his treason
is against Germany or the Fuhrer; a treason that he is aware of, yet he
seems at ease with. The treason seems to be reconciled at the point of his
execution, when he tells fellow conspirator General Friedrich Olbricht
to "look them in the eye, they will remember." Of course, it is not known
if Stauffenberg ever uttered this to Olbricht, but for the reviewer it did
tie up the loose end of how Stauffenberg felt about the conspirators'
treason. The movie was acted in such a way that to the reviewer there is
reverence and respect for the coup conspirators.
But the feeling of fear was also portrayed. Cruise was convincing
showing the gut wrenching fear someone would show when they have
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2010
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everything to lose including
their life, Stauffenberg certainly
would have realized this and
Cruise and his fellow actors
portrayed this beautifully.
After the bomb was
detonated at the Wolf's Lair, as
Stauffenberg and his Adjutant
Lt. Werner Von · Haeften
(portrayed by Jamie Parker)
were returning to Berlin on a

Junkers JU-52, convincing worry was etched on the face of Heaften. To

this reviewer he was convincing as a man who knew he could never go
back, yet he wasn't sure of what was ahead. The worry lines etched on
his face rang true. It is a difficult task telling the agony these men felt
after they committed themselves and all the conspirators to the plot.
The movie created powerful images of the indecision which
!xisted amongst the conspirators; the movie makers ended the useless
liscussion by the Kreisau Circle (the conspiracy discussion group) with
;tauffenberg asking "Then what will you do once Hitler is dead." The
ndecision that would have been prompted by fear of committing all to
1e cause was suddenly staring them all in the face.
Although this scene cannot be verified historically, it ends the
iscussion and ties up the decision to kill Hitler and it puts Stauffenberg
1 charge of the conspiracy, which of course is what really happened.
also gave Stauffenberg action; he progressed as a human being to
10wing the German war machine was evil. He knew it was time for
:tion, which meant treason against the Fuhrer. His reasoning was that
! was not betraying Germany. The man had true clarity in this respect.
is morals had become placed correctly in the eyes of the great moral
1ilosophers such as Aristotle.
Stauffenberg, as portrayed in the movie, had his moments, working
rough the idea of committing high treason. This dilemma had to be
orked through rapidly in the interest of time , as the movie runs just a
tie over two hours. But he works through it and becomes a decisive,
rceful leader in the movement to topple Hitler, finally realizing that he
:mid have to be the assassin, as all the other conspirators were correctly
,rtrayed as all talk but little action.
https://scholarsarchive.byu.edu/sahs_review/vol46/iss1/6
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Stauffenberg realizes that if Hitler is
dead, he can start a critical mass with the
Valkyrie Plan, a defense plan designed to
keep Hitler's government intact in case of
destabilization by foreign slave labor or some
other political unrest. This is the mechanism
that the conspirators use for their coup. The
plan was approved by Hitler himself. If there
Stauffenberg
was political upheaval, the plan called for
the Reserve Army, led by General Friedrich
Fromm to defend Berlin, round up the trouble makers and secure the
government. Hitler never imagined that Valkyrie would be used against
him. This is well depicted in the movie without complexity.
The movie does not give a build up of the characters. For example
we do not have any history on Stauffenberg, and the changes that came
over him as he went from a sworn soldier of the Third Reich to a traitor
to the Third Reich. This is understandable as the conspirators were so
numerous. How could the movie makers possibly build up even a few of
the key people?
The movie effectively shows Stauffenberg as a committed and
disciplined soldier, willing to fight to the end for a cause, no matter the
stakes. Cruise's portrayal of Stauffenberg waiting to exit the conference
room after he has armed the bomb gives a glimpse of what Stauffenberg
might have gone through as he stood next to the explosive knowing the
fuse could collapse at any time detonating the device. Especially since
the timing on the fuse was not exact. It was a matter of discipline to
stand, risking death, and not run away in a cold panic.
The dialog throughout the movie is anyone's guess. In many
instances no one really knew what was said in the secretive Kreisau
Circle. They certainly were not going to leave a record as evidence.
However ,where there are primary sources on dialog, the movie makers
portrayed it accurately; including Stauffenberg's final utterance at the
point of death "Long Live our Sacred Germany"
In the final battle scene of the movie, as the conspiracy was
unraveling, a scene which is portrayed accurately, Stauffenberg is
escorting General Ludwig Beck (who would have been Head of State
under the new anti-Hitler government) out of the Bendlerstrasse (army
headquarters). A gun fight breaks out in the granite hallways of the
Published by BYU ScholarsArchive, 2010
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building. Stauffenberg and his adjutant were willing to take on heavily
armed loyal troops, with Walther PPK's, a last act of desperation by men
aware they are about to loose country, family, career and their lives. They
are committed to this fight.
This movie was beautifully filmed; the screenwriting was well
done, adapting historical facts to the time constraints of a movie.
For the viewer immersed in history, it is an easy movie to watch,
because a historian or history buff would be acquainted with the
characters. Yet for the layman it seems to have appeal, because the
complexity of characters aside the story is stimulating to the mind. How
many times has it been discussed what would have happened if Hitler
had been assassinated? The story opens a new window to those only
casually acquainted with history of World War II.
The risks and dangers of resistance are well depicted in the movie.
How did Swiss Diplomat Carl Lutz or Swiss Police Official Paul
Gruninger feel as they played a dangerous game of resistance by saving
the lives of thousands of Jewish people? Watch this movie closely to get
small glimpses of the costs of resisting tyranny.
Barry Maxfield
Utah Valley University
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